Superfluid 3 He experiments show strong deviation from the weak-coupling limit of the Ginzburg-Landau theory, and this discrepancy grows with increasing pressure. Strong-coupling contributions to the quasiparticle interactions are known to account for this effect and they are manifest in the five β-coefficients of the fourth order Ginzburg-Landau free energy terms. The Ginzburg-Landau free energy also has a coefficient g z to include magnetic field coupling to the order parameter. From NMR susceptibility experiments, we find the deviation of g z from its weak-coupling value to be negligible at all pressures. New results for the pressure dependence of four different combinations of β-coefficients, β 345 , β 12 , β 245 , and β 5 are calculated and comparison is made with theory.
INTRODUCTION
In the Ginzburg-Landau theory, the free energy can be expressed in even powers of the order parameter. A p-wave pairing superfluid, due to the complexity of its order paramter, has five fourth order terms, in addition to one second order term and a field coupling term in the presence of magnetic field. 1 The coefficients of these terms are manifest in thermodynamic properties of the superfluid such as transition temperature, specific heat, and magnetization. The coefficient of the second order term, α, is determined solely from the transition temperature T c , α = N (0)(1 − T /T c ) where N (0) is the zero energy density of states of the Fermi liquid. The field coupling term, g z , is related to the 3 He-B magnetization, M B as g z ∝ dM B /dT . How-ever, there are not five independent sets of measurements on superfluid 3 He to unambiguously determine the coefficients of the five fourth order terms, the β i 's. In principle, it is possible to obtain a fifth constraint from suitably precise measurements of the AB surface tension at pressures less than the polycritical point. 2 In the weak-coupling limit (wc), g z and the β i 's are well-defined. The weak-coupling value of g z is given by,
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and F a 0 is a Landau parameter in Fermi liquid theory. The β i 's are given by -2β wc
However, 3 He behaves like a weak-coupling superfluid only in the limit of zero pressure and corrections to these coefficients due to strong-coupling are not fully understood. 3 In this work, we present magnetization measurements using NMR to extract g z up to 29 bar and calculate four known combinations of β parameters from previous experiments including unpublished results from the NMR g-shift.
Historically, measuring g z has been a difficult task for two reasons. The first is that there is a discrepancy between the 3 He-B magnetization measurements using two different techniques, 4 SQUID based static measurements 5 and NMR based dynamic measurements. 6 The second is that the presence of the A-phase masks the magnetization of the B-phase above T AB and makes it impossible to directly measure g z at T c . High precision measurements of the magnetization presented here allow us to extrapolate from below T AB up to T c and determine g z . 
EXPERIMENT

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned earlier, the presence of A-phase makes it impossible to directly measure the B-phase magnetization at T c and determine g z . However, the magnetization and its field dependence is calculated 8-10 and the calculation can be modified to accomodate the weak-coupling plus theory (wcp) near T c . 7 The extrapolation of the magnetization up to T c is made in conjunction with the theory. We defineĝ z aŝ
Combining this equation with the Ginzburg-Landau value of the magnetization discontinuity at T AB , 11 we obtain m(T ) as a function ofĝ z , β 345 /ĝ z , and β B = β 12 + β 345 /3. Here, we adopt the Mermin-Stare convention, that is, β ij = β i + β j . β 345 /ĝ z is obtained from the transverse NMR g-shift, g, 7, 12 through the relation, where ∆C B /C N is the 3 He-B specific heat jump, 13 and ν 2 B /(1−t) is the slope of the B-phase longitudinal resonance frequency. 14 β B comes directly from the 3 He-B specific heat jump. We can then solve forĝ z at each temperature with the measured value of m(T ).ĝ z (T ) varies smoothly near T AB andĝ z can be extrapolated to T c . For our analysis F a 0 is taken from Ramm et al. 15 In Fig. 1 , we show the final result of the analysis and plotĝ z (T c ) at various pressures. Data from Scholz et al. 16 are also analyzed in the same way and plotted for comparison. Our data forĝ z show a weak pressure dependence,ĝ z increasing with pressure, whereas Scholz et al.'s 16 data shows no pressure dependence. In our case, the measurement is performed at a magnetic field of 0.12 T, higher than that of the Scholz et al. experiment, 0.06 T, resulting in lower T AB 's. Therefore, a wider range for extrapolation was required in our case, especially at high pressures. This may be the source for the discrepancy between two measurements. In both cases,ĝ z is nearly unity at all pressures within the experimental uncertainty. This result is consistent with the conclusions reported by Hahn et al. 17 from static magnetization measurements.
Onceĝ z is determined, four combinations of the β i 's can be determined. β 345 can be calculated from Eq.(5) withĝ z , ∆C B /C N , g, and ν 2 B /(1 − t) known. ∆C B /C N is a direct measure of β B and with β 345 , β 12 can be Table 1 , normalized to their weak-coupling values, are compared with calculation by Sauls and Serene. 3 The set of thin lines that spans the entire pressure range is from experiment and the set of bold lines above 12 bar is from the theory. calculated subsequently.
β 245 and β 5 are determined independent of the measurement of g z . Below the polycritical pressure, the quadratic suppression of the B-phase by a magnetic field, 18 g(β) is used along with the asymmetry ratio of the A 1 -A 2 splitting 19 which gives the ratio β 5 /β 245 . Above the polycritical pressure, β 245 is calculated directly from A-phase specific heat jump, ∆C A /C N . 13 These results are tabulated in Table 1 .
At low pressures, the four combinations of the β i 's recover their weakcoupling values to within a few percent. As the pressure grows, however, the deviation from this weak-coupling limit increases due to strong-coupling of the quasiparticle interactions. Sauls and Serene 3 calculated the strongcoupling corrections to the β i 's above 12 bar and from their calculation we obtain theoretical values for β 12 , β 245 , β 345 , and β 5 . We plot their calculation and the measurements of these four combinations of the β i 's normalized to their weak-coupling values in Fig. 2 . The absolute values of the theory and experiment are only qualitatively consistent. However, the pressure dependence is in very good agreement above the pressure of 12 bar.
In summary, we have measured magnetization of 3 He and obtained g z (P ) using a phenomenological modification to the field dependent magnetization based on the weak-coupling plus theory. We find that g z is equal to its weak-coupling value at all pressures within experimental error. Knowledge of g z is essential to the interpretation of the NMR g-shift in terms of the β i 's of the Ginzburg-Landau theory, more specifically β 345 . From previous experiments, three other combinations of β parameters can then be calculated. These four β parameter combinations are in qualitative agreement with the theory of Sauls and Serene 3 and the pressure dependence appears to be in excellent agreement. This observation will be helpful in resolving the ambiguity associated with determining all five β parameters independently. 20 
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